
Kinship or Descent, Post 
Marital Residence and Kin 
Groups
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Warfare and Contributions to 
subsistence determine post-
marital residence

Other factors & contact by outsiders 
apply to moderns & hunter-gatherers



Determinants of post-marital residence



Patrilineal Descent



Matrilineal Descent



Ego

Ego's father's
kindred

Kindreds:
Children have kindreds
that are different from those 
of either parent

Ego's kindred

Bilateral Descent

With bilateral descent it
is nearly impossible to 
form discrete kin groups



Pastoralism and Patrilineality

Pastoralism generally associated with 
patrilineality because:

High levels of polygyny and bride price
Cattle need male defenders because of theft
Cattle can be very productive allowing men to 
support more than one wife

Holden, Sear, and Mace (2003) “Matriliny as daughter-biased inheritance”.  Evolution
and Human Behavior.



Characteristics of Corporate Descent 
Groups

Name (often totemic)
Existence in perpetuity
Property ownership
Rules of recruitment
Function (political, religious, or 
economic)



Some Functions of Descent Groups

Ritual affiliation
Political succession
Land inheritance
Membership in associations
Cooperative labor responsibilities
Mutual political support
Marriage restrictions
Inheritance rights (moveable property)
Bride payments
Death and injury compensations
Ritual obligations
Legal responsibilities for debts and criminal actions 
(social substitutability)



1. defined with reference 
to an individual (ego) 
or pairs of individuals

2. universally important
3. normally bilateral, 

from the standpoint of 
an ego

4. kinship relations are 
relative; you are a son 
or a nephew only in 
relation to some 
particular person

1. defined with reference 
to an ancestor

2. culturally recognized 
in only some societies

3. connects only a 
limited class of ego's 
relatives

4. descent status is 
absolute: you are or 
are not a member

Contrasts in kinship and descent

Kinship Descent



Basics of Kin Terms: Extension



Bifurcate Merging Kin Terms

This system is frequently found in societies with corporate kin groups



Cousins in a Bifurcate Merging 
System

Parallel cousins: offspring of 
siblings of like sex
Cross cousins: offspring of siblings 
of unlike sex



Eskimo or Lineal Terms

This system is found in societies without corporate kin groups
like the Netsilik, Zapotec, and our own



Hawaiian or Generational Terms



Double Cross Cousin Marriage & Sister Exchange

See Figure 4.8, p. 142 Chagnon



Conditions for Matrifocal Families

Poverty
Female economic opportunities greater 
than male

either higher income, or
more reliable employment

Male economic absenteeism
migratory labor (farm)
remote labor (mines)


